
FMQ Lesson #8
Quilting the Pixelate Block
For the Pixelate block I decided to keep it simple. To quilt 
your block in the same way…

 ☐ Set your stitch length to 3. Began by first 
stitching in the ditch around the block/border.

 ☐ While you still have your background 
color thread in your machine echo ¼” inside 
each background color square.

 ☐ For the borders quilt random spaced rectangles. 

 ☐ Bury threads and trim block down to 14.5”.
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Quilting the Phoenix Block

For the Phoenix block I echoed a few of the inner shapes. 
To quilt your block in the same way…

 ☐ Start by quilting in the ditch between the 
borders and block around all 4 sides.

 ☐ Start quilting and echo the innermost 
square two times with 1/4” spacing. 

 ☐ Start quilting and echo the second innermost 
square one time with 1/4” spacing.

 ☐ Start quilting and echo the plus 
sign shape with 1/4” spacing.

 ☐ Start quilting and echo the outermost on 
point square one time with 1/4” spacing.

 ☐ Fill all the borders with diagonal 
straight lines approx. 1” apart.

 ☐ Bury the threads and trim block down to 14.5”.
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Finishing:
Trimming/squaring your Quilted 
Block up

SuPPLY LIST 

 ☐ Finished, Quilted Block

 ☐ Quilting Ruler

 ☐ Chalk Pencil or Marking Pen

 ☐ Rotary Cutter

 ☐ Wet Rag

Step #1
once you have finished quilting your block you will 
need to trim and square it up to 14.5” square. Before you 
quilted you block you marked lines one inch from the 
seam where the block and border meet. If those lines 
have disappeared at all you will need to remark them 
and darken your chalk line.

Step #2
Your original lines should now be very visible.

Step #3
Line your ruler up with the 1/4” mark on the chalk line 
you made and cut with a rotary cutter. Do this on all 
sides. Your block should now be 14.5”.

Step #4
Take a wet wash cloth and softly wipe your chalk line 
away. Your block can now be set aside. We will join the 
blocks later on in the BoM. 














